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2 to what Gandhi called the “still, small voice” within. I consider much of the dispersed “antiglobalization,” prosustainability movement to be connected to wildcrafting. Wildcrafters inhabit the rebel territory beyond the Flat.  Q. Why are you so opposed to Thomas Friedman’s “Flat World”?   A. New York Times columnist Thomas Friedman presents the Flat World in a positive light in his bestselling book The World Is Flat. Technologies like the Internet, he observes, are breaking down hierarchies. Thanks to bandwidth, companies can easily outsource certain jobs to India, China, and elsewhere; hence, people now compete on equal footing, according to talent, on a globalized economic playing field. World capitalism, guided by government incentives, will save us from environmental collapse, Friedman further argues, by inventing clean technologies to allow for the increased global consumption.   It’s not an argument to be taken lightly, and there is a level of truth to it.  However, the metaphor suggests a darker truth about the way we’ve have come to imagine the twenty-first century: the world has hit a flat note. Industrial agriculture creates a flat taste, and multinational corporations flatten our uniqueness into homo economicus serving a OneWorld ™ Uniplanet. A once natural atmosphere has been flattened by global warming: every square foot of it now contains 390 ppm of carbon dioxide, though up until two hundred years ago the atmosphere contained 275 ppm (and 350 ppm is considered the safe upper threshhold for our planet). Rainforests are flattened to make cattle pastures; a living ocean is depleted and flattened by overfishing; vibrant cultures are steamrolled to the edge of extinction. Have the well-rounded objectives of America’s Founding Fathers — life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness — been flattened to a single organizing principle: the unification of greed? Q. So what is the “Soft World” antidote that you propose in Twelve by Twelve?  A. It’s by nature difficult to articulate in a crisp definition. The Soft World, you might say, is what is being steamrollered by the Flat World: the uniqueness and creativity of individuals and local communities; a well-rounded biosphere; a creative, collective imagination about what comprises happiness. Wildcrafters on North Carolina’s creative edge are finding the soft within the flat.  Q. Isn’t clean technology the way to slow global warming? We need scientists, not philosophers to help us.  A. We need both. And a lot of the emerging policies around the clean economy and green jobs are coming directly out of a change in consciousness about our relationship to Mother Earth. We see it increasingly bubbling up into mainstream culture, from James Cameron’s film Avatar to Al Gore’s An Inconvenient Truth to Eckhart Tolle’s A New Earth. Changes in norms that displace humans as the crown of creation—that’s a big part of what spurs the well toward investment in green tech.   Q. Isn’t this just another stunt—living 12x12—like No Impact Man?  A. Jackie lives in the 12 x 12 year round. She has no place else to go. As a senior physician she could earn a quarter million dollars, but instead only accepts $11,000—the amount she needs—and lets the health care system have the rest. Her neighbors—Paul Jr. and Sr. and their partners—have sold their home three years ago and moved into 12 x 12s and are finding a whole texture to life unavailable to them in the suburbs. These and dozens of others I met are living on the radical edge of simplicity in an advanced industrial economy, while remaining active participants in it.   
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4 www.williampowersbooks.com. For more information or to arrange an interview, please contact Dan O’Connell at 617-480-6585 or dan@danoconnellmedia.com.  Title: Twelve by Twelve: A One-Room Cabin off the Grid & Beyond the American Dream Author: William Powers Price: $14.95 Trade Paperback Original ISBN: 978-1-57731-897-2 Pages: 296 Publication Date: May 11th, 2010    


